PAINTED WOOD WITCH PROJECT

PRODUCTS NEEDED:

- 1 Pack of wooden doll bodies (#914534)
- 4" Round Brooms (#280316)
- Assorted Wood Signs (#915175)
- Black Sinamay Witch Hat (#280736)
- Apple Barrel Black paint (#20504)
- Apple Barrel Meadow Green paint (#20757)
- Apple Barrel Territorial Beige (#20558)
- Apple Barrel Orange paint (#20561) (optional)
- Black fine point felt marker
- Glue Gun (optional)

DIRECTIONS:

1. Paint body from the neck down entirely black. Let dry.
2. Paint the face entirely meadow green. Let dry.
3. Paint on hair with black. Let dry.
4. Paint one sign entirely with territorial beige. Once dried, write “Trick-or-Trick”, “Happy Halloween”, etc. with felt marker.
5. With felt marker, draw a face smiling, scary, etc.
6. Hot glue or otherwise secure hat on head. Same with broom, attach it to the side of the Witchs' body after hanging the sign around its' neck.
7. If desired, paint a small pumpkin on sign with orange paint.